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The unique penalty system of surrender has been adopted since the Dynasty of 
Western Zhou. The controversy on cognizance of surrender has never been stopped in 
theoretical circles and judicial practice ,whether the time of surrender, methods, 
subject of surrender or relationship between surrendering and revoking deposition and 
so on, however, most of these arguments aim at the specific conditions encountered in 
practice, it is rarely to analyze it from the legal point. This text attempts to analyze 
Chinese domestically developed surrender system from the perspective of modern 
Western ethical thinking, i.e., utilitarianism, thinking that the surrender system is built 
due to utility, while the justice is the biggest challenge faced by utility, the disputes in 
cognizance of surrender come from the conflict between utility and justice, to resolve 
these conflicts is to introduce social justice rationally on the basis of utilitarianism. 
 
The first chapter of this text outlines the utilitarianism of philosophical foundation and 
utilitarianism applied in criminal law respectively from legal point. The second 
chapter analyzes the nature of utilitarianism of surrender system, focusing on the 
relationship between utilitarianism and surrender system as well as legislative texts of 
utilitarianism of Chinese current surrender system, meanwhile, discussing the actual 
performance of utilitarianism of surrender system in China by giving the example of 
renowned homicide case of Ma Jiajue. The third Chapter talks about the 
reasonableness of utilitarianism in surrender system through utilitarianism tallying 
with individualization principle of punishment, Tolerance concept of criminal law, 
and criminal policy of combining punishment with leniency etc. The fourth Chapter 
reflects squeezing on social justice by utilitarianism of surrender system, though 
surrender system with utilitarianism as its value orientation, has obvious advantages 
in fighting against crime and saving National Judicial cost, its defects associating with 
utilitarian are also evident. The fifth chapter introduces social justice reasonably on 
the basis of utilitarianism through exact cognizance of surrender and standardization 
of leniency to surrender to overcome the inherent limitations of utilitarianism. 
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功利主义作为一个流派，是在 18 世纪末、19 世纪初的英国，以边沁及其弟
子约翰·穆勒等为代表提出了完整的功利主义思想。边沁认为：求乐避苦原则是
                                                        
① [英]约翰·穆勒．功利主义[M]．徐大建译，上海：上海人民出版社，2008．1. 
② 杨思斌．功利主义法学[M]．北京：法律出版社，2006．3. 

















































                                                        
① [英]边沁．道德与立法原理导论[M]．时殷弘译，北京：商务印书馆，2009．57. 
② 同上，第 58 页。 
③ [英]约翰·穆勒．功利主义[M]．徐大建译，上海：上海人民出版社，2008．7. 
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① 杨思斌．功利主义法学[M]．北京：法律出版社，2006．51-52. 
② [英]边沁．道德与立法原理导论[M]．时殷弘译，北京：商务印书馆，2009．249-250. 
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